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Abstract

Background:
Continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) devices available in the United States are approved for use as adjuncts to 
self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG). Alarm evaluation in the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute  
(CLSI) guideline for CGM does not specifically address devices that employ both CGM and SMBG. In this report,  
an alarm evaluation method is proposed for these devices.

Method:
The proposed method builds on the CLSI method using data from an in-clinic study of subjects with type 1  
diabetes. CGM was used to detect glycemic events, and SMBG was used to determine treatment. To optimize 
detection of a single glucose level, such as 70 mg/dl, a range of alarm threshold settings was evaluated.  
The alarm characterization provides a choice of alarm settings that trade off detection and false alarms. 
Detection of a range of high glucose levels was similarly evaluated.

Results:
Using low glucose alarms, detection of 70 mg/dl within 30 minutes increased from 64 to 97% as alarm settings 
increased from 70 to100 mg/dl, and alarms that did not require treatment (SMBG >85 mg/dl) increased 
from 18 to 52%. Using high glucose alarms, detection of 180 mg/dl within 30 minutes increased from 87 to 96% as  
alarm settings decreased from 180 to 165 mg/dl, and alarms that did not require treatment (SMBG <180 mg/dl) 
increased from 24 to 42%.

Conclusion:
The proposed alarm evaluation method provides information for choosing appropriate alarm thresholds and  
reflects the clinical utility of CGM alarms.
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